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This Is Cricket We Are England For The 2017 18 Ashes Series
This journal is designed for people who love Cricket and it is also a great gift on any occasion. You can fill the notebook with all of your most precious thoughts, secrets, dreams and future plans. INSIDE THE BOOK There are 120 pages with simple and elegant lines where you can write down anything. BOOK COVER The premium matte-finish cover is sturdy and durable, so the pages won't fall out after a few months of use. To top it all, we have an array of book cover designs to choose from. Please check out our author page to get inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. THANK YOU Thank
you for checking out this book and we hope you find what you are looking for. Honestly, we are just a small business, but we are passionate and committed to publishing the unique, high quality and professional journals, notebooks, sketchbooks, composition books, scorebooks, and planners.
With 50 years of passionate involvement in cricket; extensive effort to constantly understand and improve what I do; insightful exploration of such things as ancient Chinese and Japanese texts as well as modern psychology concepts, I have developed my own philosophies and ways of doing things in cricket. Many of these ways are unique to me and opposite to conventional instruction. Whilst my hearing, memory and physical condition are all in decline, the satisfaction gained from understanding what motivates and can improve an individual remains a major source of inspiration. Often I have
observed people with extraordinary talent give up just short of what they could achieve, yet others with less talent, but with an indomitable spirit continue on and reap the rewards of success. Why does this happen? We simply have not been educated in how to harness and use our thinking minds wisely. The result is that our efforts in life are often hit or miss. Importantly the WISDOM contained in my book, can help my readers better identify, connect with and meet the challenges that their involvement in cricket will bring.
Through the prism of sport and conversations with its legends, including Usain Bolt, Adam Goodes, Thierry Henry, Michael Johnson, Ibtihaj Muhammad, Makhaya Ntini, Naomi Osaka and Hope Powell, Michael Holding explains how racism dehumanises people; how it works to achieve that end; how it has been ignored by history and historians; and what it is like to be treated differently just because of the colour of your skin. Rarely can a rain delay in a cricket match have led to anything like the moment when Holding spoke out in the wake of the #BlackLivesMatter protests about the racism he has
suffered and has seen all around him throughout his life. But as he spoke, he sought not only to educate but to propose a way forward that inspired so many. Within minutes, he was receiving calls from famous sports stars from around the world offering to help him to spread the message further. Now, in Why We Kneel, How We Rise, Holding shares his story together with those of some of the most iconic athletes in the world. He delivers a powerful and inspiring message of hope for the future and a vision for change, while providing the background and history to an issue that has dogged the world for
many centuries. He adds: 'To say I was surprised at the volume of positive feedback I received from around the world after my comments on Sky Sports is an understatement. I came to realise I couldn t just stop there; I had to take it forward ‒ hence the book, as I believe education is the way forward.'
A complete guide to cricket for players and fans alike Whether you're a budding player or aspiring armchair expert,Cricket For Dummies helps you get to grips with thisfascinating sport. Completely revised and updated for the firstback-to-back Ashes series in 38 years, this hands-on guide givesyou clear explanations of the cricket's laws, step-by-stepexplanations of techniques and tactics, and exciting coverage ofthe tournaments, global rivalries, and great players. Fully revised and updated to chronicle the rise of twenty20cricket and the IPL, the implementation of DRS, and the changingface of the
game Covers cricket basics̶the pitch, the laws, the equipmentand more Provides an in-depth look at cricket formats Offers a guide to building cricket skills̶bowling,batting, and fielding Includes coverage of the best players and the biggesttournaments throughout the world Complete with Top Ten Lists of the greatest cricketers, themost memorable cricket matches, and the biggest controversies,Cricket For Dummies is your one-stop resource on thispopular sport.
We Can All Play Cricket
The Best Cricket Players Are Born In November
English Cricket in Changing Times
We'll Get 'Em in Sequins
A History of Women's Cricket in an English Shire
Cricket 2.0
A tribute to the finest writers on the game of cricket and an acknowledgement that the great days of cricket literature are behind us. There was a time when major English writers – P. G. Wodehouse, Arthur Conan Doyle, Alec Waugh – took time off to write about cricket, whereas the cricket book market today is dominated by ghosted autobiographies and statistical compendiums. The Picador Book of Cricket celebrates the best writing on the game and
includes many pieces that have been out of print, or difficult to get hold of, for years. Including Neville Cardus, C. L. R. James, John Arlott, V. S. Naipaul, and C. B. Fry, this anthology is a must for any cricket follower or anyone interested in sports writing elevated to high art.
English cricket is at a crossroads. Many fear the ECB's new Hundred competition, with its city-based franchises, threatens the very existence of county cricket. With live matches not seen on terrestrial television since 2005, and the game in apparently terminal decline in state schools, many children are growing up barely even aware of the game, let alone playing it. Meanwhile, across the country clubs are folding at an unprecedented rate as people no
longer have the time or inclination to play. Even Test cricket, we are repeatedly told, is dying. Yet, there is more money in the game than ever before, women's cricket is booming and watched by record crowds, and the fortunes of the national side can still make headline news. In Still the Best Loved Game? In the most inclusive book on the game yet written, the author takes us through a season of English cricket, from Lord's Test to village green,
women's international to the Cup Final, university match to disability cricket. In doing so, he surveys the game, those who play and watch it, and the issues that surround it, and considers where it is heading. Is cricket really dying? Or are there yet grounds for optimism for a healthy future for England's national summer sport?
A fascinating look at the changing nature of masculinity and manliness, told through the lens of a series of Yorkshire County Cricket Club player portraits through the ages - from the solid Edwardian George Hirst, through Fred Trueman and Geoffrey Boycott, to Strictly Come Dancing's Darren Gough.
As the civilised world fought for its very survival, Sir Home Gordon, writing in The Cricketer in September 1939, stated that ‘England has now started the grim Test Match with Germany’, the objective of which was to ‘win the Ashes of civilisation’. Despite the interruption of first-class and Test cricket in England, the game continued to be played and watched by hundreds of thousands of people engaged in military and civilian service. In workplaces,
cricket clubs, and military establishments, as well as on the famous grounds of the country, players of all abilities kept the sporting flag flying to sustain morale. Matches raised vast sums for war charities whilst in the north and midlands, competitive League cricket continued, with many Test and county players being employed as weekend professionals by the clubs. Further afield the game continued in all the Test-playing nations and in furtherflung outposts around the world. Troops stationed in Europe, Africa and the Far East seized on any opportunity to play cricket, often in the most unusual of circumstances. Luxurious sporting clubs in Egypt hosted matches that pitted English service teams against their Commonwealth counterparts. Luminaries such as Wally Hammond and Lindsay Hassett were cheered on by their uniformed countrymen. Inevitably there was a sombre side to cricket’s wartime
account. From renowned Test stars such as Hedley Verity to the keen but modest club player, many cricketers paid the ultimate price for Allied victory. The Victory Tests of 1945 were played against a backdrop of relief and sorrow. Nevertheless, cricket would emerge intact into the post-war world in broadly the same format as 1939. The game had sustained its soul and played its part in the sad but necessary victory of the Grim Test.
Just A Girl Who Loves Cricket
How Cricket Really Works
Sorry I Wasn't Listening I Was Thinking About Cricket
An Indian Odyssey in the Age of Empire
Cricket For Dummies
Love cricket? Want to know the proper way to play the shots, bowl leg spin or stop the ball in the field with an ace Long Barrier? Study it for yourself - anywhere! This book has 128 colour pages packed with detailed pictures, diagrams, skills sheets and simple explanations plus quizzes and fun pages. A completely new type of sports book which gives YOU the info you need, fun and easy to read. If you know nothing about cricket or already play DON'T MISS THIS BOOK! This is like no coaching book you've ever seen! Cricket is fun and
we hope this book will help you to enjoy it.! Whether you're a complete beginner or a very experienced club player this book is for you! Puzzled as to how the front foot drive should be played? About the proper way to catch a ball? The bowling action? This book is full of accurate pictures of every basic skill in cricket, with easy to follow steps of how the skills are done, plus lots of fun sheets. OK, you can't learn a sport from a book but having pictures and lots of information certainly helps! Study these skill sheets. Practice the stances in
front of a mirror. If you like drawing try drawing out the poses for yourself (drawing something is a great way to get it in your head). The book is in four sections, Fielding GREEN, Batting, RED, Bowling BLUE, Wicketkeeping, ORANGE. It starts with a simple explanation of the game of cricket then gets in to more detail, But however much cricket you've played the skills sheets are for you!
'excellent ... both breezily engaging, and full of the format's latest, best and nerdiest thinking' - Gideon Haigh 'An invaluable guide by two smart young writers to the story of T20 cricket, to the strategies that underpin it and to the players who have made the format' - Mike Atherton, The Times 'the first essential study of the T20 game, studded with analysis and big-name interviewees' - Wisden Cricket 2.0 tells the story of how an old, traditional game was transformed by Twenty20 and how this format moved from being a gimmick to
the face of modern cricket. The iconic captain Brendon McCullum, England's T20 visionaries Eoin Morgan and Jos Buttler and Trinidad's Kieron Pollard and Sunil Narine, who rose to become among the first T20 millionaires, explain how they shaped T20 - and how it shaped them. Test greats Rahul Dravid and Ricky Ponting recount what a sea-change T20 represented and decode T20 strategy. AB de Villiers explores the limits of modern batting. The Afghan phenomenon Rashid Khan shows that T20 superstars can now come from
anywhere. Venky Mysore, the cricket revolutionary you have never heard of, reveals how the game is changing off the field. Told through compelling human-interest stories and featuring interviews with more than fifty players and coaches, Tim Wigmore and Freddie Wilde examine how a cocktail of globalisation, new aggressive tactics and huge investment are changing the sport faster than ever before, while analysing the myriad ways in which a traditional game has been revolutionised forever, both on and off the pitch. This is the
extraordinary and previously misunderstood story of Twenty20 cricket - told by two people who have chronicled the revolution. One of Wisden Cricket Monthly's books of the year, 2019 'A fascinating insight into how the newest format has impacted on the game at every level including Test cricket. Essential reading for T20 fans and traditional followers' - Scyld Berry, The Telegraph 'Cricket 2.0 is the definitive book for those looking to understand the T20 format - both on and off the pitch' - Nasser Hussain 'A lucid and thoughtful
guide to the T20 phenomenon' - The New Statesman 'Wigmore and Wilde take us on an absorbing ride ... well written, some of their revelations come with the startling force of unexpected thunder on a still night' - Suresh Menon, The Hindu 'Tim and Freddie are the torchbearers of tomorrow, we must listen to them' - Harsha Bhogle, CricBuzz
In 2014, Kevin Pietersen's autobiography was one of the most talked about sporting media stories of the year, largely due to the shockwaves it sent through the cricketing establishment. Now, Kevin turns his focus to events on the pitch, offering his views on what it takes to be a successful cricketer in the modern age. This summer's Ashes series has demonstrated just how demanding and unpredictable the game has become, and Kevin is ideally - perhaps uniquely - placed to comment on those developments. In KEVIN PIETERSEN ON
CRICKET we'll see exactly how today's player approaches batting, bowling, bowling, captaincy, preparation, and many other aspects of the game itself, through the prism of the author's own experience. We'll see what it's like to face a bowler like Mitchell Johnson at his menacing best, learn how cricketers cope with the challenges presented by foreign climates and conditions, and gain a fresh understanding of how players manage the psychological side of the game.
The perfect gift for every cricket fan When was the first Ashes held? Who holds the highest individual Test runs score? And what exactly is a silly mid-off? Find the answer to all these and more inside The Cricket Pocket Bible, a pocket compendium of cricketing trivia and titbits about one of the world's most popular sports. Inside, debate the teams and the triumphs, defend the clubs and the competitions and discover how the quintessentially 'English' game of cricket became so popular in places as far afield as Australia, India and the
West Indies. You’ll also find practical information in The Cricket Pocket Bible - like the rules of playing cricket, how to kit yourself out in cricket gear, how to explain all the cricketing fielding positions and even how to bowl a googly. This pocket guide will take you through all the highlights of cricket, from the longest Test Match to the most unusual cricket match locations. Find out about memorable cricket World Cup moments, the history of the game, as well as the origin of the name and facts about famous cricket players from
Brian Lara and Ian Botham to Freddie Flintoff and Kevin Pietersen. Inside The Cricket Pocket Bible you’ll also find out about cricket etiquette, different forms of cricket around the world, how cricket has evolved with advances in technology and information on famous locations such as Lord’s Cricket Ground – home to the world’s oldest sporting museum. Whether you're a seasoned supporter like Mick Jagger or a recent cricket convert, The Cricket Pocket Bible is guaranteed to educate, enlighten and entertain every lover of the worldrenowned game. So whether you’re already an avid cricket fan or simply enjoy watching an afternoon’s cricket at The Oval, Trent Bridge or Edgbaston, if you want to get all the essential information about cricket - from cricket players and cricket grounds to umpires and cricketing records - sit back with The Cricket Pocket Bible today. It won’t have you stumped. 'I tend to think that cricket is the greatest thing that God ever created on earth' Harold Pinter 'At its best, cricket is the most wonderful entertainment in the world' Michael
Parkinson 'A cricketer's life is a life of splendid freedom, healthy effort, endless variety, and delightful good fellowship.' W.G. Grace 'It doesn't matter how pretty you look, it's how many runs you get' Steve Waugh This beautiful hardback edition has both dust-cover and gold embossing on the spine making it the perfect gift. Every Pocket Bible is lovingly crafted to give you a unique mix of useful references, handy tips and fascinating trivia that will enlighten and entertain you at every page. There is a Pocket Bible for everyone... Other
titles in the series: The Rugby Pocket Bible, The Football pocket Bible, The Camping Pocket Bible, The DIY Pocket Bible and The Christmas Pocket Bible.
Manliness, Yorkshire Cricket and the Century that Changed Everything
Kevin Pietersen on Cricket
Barry Norman's Book of Cricket
Laws of Cricket
Don'ts for Cricketers
Test Cricket

Cricket has been a part of our lives for generations, in particular Test cricket. We can marvel at the feats of many greats through the years and try to imagine how the game was played in generations past. Thousands of books have been written and hundreds of players have been discussed. But the times are changing and I fear that within the next generation, Test cricket will be remembered as an old format of the game. There are many reasons for my prediction. First, the introduction of the Twenty 20 game. A fast moving, exciting and short format that allows the family an
afternoon or evening of fun. We also live in an age where time is important and I fear that the public will no longer have the time or patience to spend five days absorbing a Test match. Finally, it is the cost factor. In so many ways, the cost of staging a Test series is now coming under the microscope. We are seeing fewer people attending Tests across the world and eventually, this will spell the death knell of Test cricket. We should therefore consider ourselves extremely lucky to have lived in an era where such greats of Test cricket have been on display. Yes, the first fifty years of
Test cricket was filled with exciting and memorable figures with the likes of W.G. Grace and Don Bradman leading the list. But it is this period after WWII that will eventually be remembered as the 'greatest period.' We just have to look at the past thirty years to gather a list of truly memorable greats - some of whom have been included in this book. In twenty years, when Test cricket is only played as an exhibition sport, we will remember the flashing blades of Brian Lara, Sachin Tendulkar and Garry Sobers dressed splendidly in their whites. Our memories will be filled with
masterful stroke play, brilliant tactical captaincy, effortless ball placement and the magic art of spin bowling. Let's enjoy and support Test cricket before it is lost forever. The shorter forms of the game are exciting and fast, but lack the true fascination, history and guile of a Test match. One Hundred Years of Test Cricket is a compact history of the game produced in our exclusive tactile format in the hope that the game and the players will always be remembered for these exciting Test cricket years.
This vintage book provides information on the essentials of cricket in the form of a comprehensive yet concise treatise. With explanations of the rules, instructions for proper play, and tips on mastering the game, this is a volume that will appeal to novices with a desire to learnt the ins and outs of the game. "How's That? - A Little Book On Cricket For Boys And Beginners" would make for a fantastic addition to any collection, and is not to be missed by collectors of vintage sporting literature. Many vintage books such as this are increasingly scarce and expensive. We are
republishing this volume now in an affordable, modern edition complete with a specially commissioned new introduction on the history of cricket.
This is a history of women’s cricket with a difference. It is the first book to trace in detail the development of the game at grass-roots level. Based on the author’s own knowledge built up over 30 years of involvement in women’s cricket, backed up by extensive in-depth research, it connects the development of the game locally with important national trends and examines the links between women’s cricket and wider social trends such as the position of women in society. A Novel Match at Cricket also attempts to answer some important questions, such as the reasons for the
booms and slumps which have occurred in women’s cricket and the role that men have played helping and hindering the development of the female game. This book also looks at the lessons history has to teach those who are running women’s cricket today. It will appeal not only to those interested in cricket, but also to students of social history, particularly people engaged in women’s studies. Introduction Overture PART ONE – THE RISE Chapter 1: Missing Out Chapter 2: How It All Began 3: Signs of Change Chapter 4: The White Heather Club Chapter 5: Between the Wars
– The Boom Years Chapter 6: The Gymslip Generation Chapter 7: Oxford University PART TWO – THE FALL Chapter 8: New Beginnings Chapter 9: Decline and Fall Chapter 10: School’s Out Chapter 11: The Unknown Varsity Game Chapter 12: Towards the Millenium Chapter 13: We Are the Champions PART THREE – THE LESSONS Chapter 14: When Football Banned Women…But Cricket Didn’t Chapter 15: The Theory of the Man Shortage Chapter 16: Territories, Tribes and the Oxford Anomaly Chapter 17: The Ups and Downs of the Second Half of the 20th
Century Chapter 18: Marriage to the ECB – For Better or for Worse?
A new illustrated edition of the classic book of cricketing advice. Foreword by former England Test cricketer and bestselling author Derek Pringle. The advice found in Don'ts for Cricketers was originally printed in 1906 and contains hundreds of snippets of entertaining, timeless and amusing advice for cricketers of all abilities. The content, ranging from technique and equipment to etiquette on the field, provides a fascinating snapshot of life in early twentieth-century Britain. Advice includes: 'Don't be in two minds about how you are going to play the ball, for that way madness
lies.' 'Don't be sulky or sad if your bowling is punished or your captain takes you off bowling when you want to continue.' 'Don't forget the motto of that famous old cricket club, I Zingari: "Keep your promise, keep your temper, keep your wicket up.”'
Why We Kneel How We Rise
In the Spirit of the Game
52 Things to Do While You Poo
A History of Indian Cricket
The Cricket Pocket Bible
Cricket Skills for You!
Through the medium of a cricket match the author endeavours to give a glimpse of life in a Sussex village. First we have a bird's-eye view at dawn of the village nestling under the Downs then we see the players awaken in all widely different circumstance of their various lives, pass the morning, assemble on the field, play their game, united for a few hours, as men should be, by a common
purpose - and at night disperse.
Know the Game Cricket is the perfect introduction to the sport for all ages, whether you are a keen club player or beginner. It is packed with expert text, clear illustrations and photographs of the professionals in action. The book includes: Playing the game: how to play cricket, the rules, positions on the pitch, how to score The laws of the game: from scoring to umpiring Equipment and
pitch: how to choose a bat, positioning of fielders, the wicket The skills: step-by-step guide to all the basic skills, including batting, bowling, wicket keeping and fielding. The Know the Game series is firmly established as the definitive introduction to a wide range of sports and games. Written by the experts, you can be sure that they contain everything you need to know to take
part.
You know a pile of poo when you see one. But what about when the poo is carefully concealed in an everyday scene? With great artistry and mischievous glee, bestselling author Hugh Jassburn has created a selection of entrancing visual puzzles to keep you entertained whenever you need a comfort break. Whether you’re scanning a busy beach or scoping out a city street, there’s a dump to be
discovered on every spread of this highly amusing search-and-find book.
Winner of the 2021 WISDEN BOOK OF THE YEAR AWARD, this book is a celebration of the elegance and timeless beauty of cricket--its greatest and most stylish players, from past heroes to today's stars, along with its idyllic and hallowed grounds. Cricket has been played for over three hundred years and in some ways remains largely unchanged. It is this timelessness, and the style and spirit
in which the game is conducted, which is celebrated in This Is Cricket. The book brings together such idyllic settings as Sir Paul Getty's Ground in Buckinghamshire, U.K., surrounded by rolling countryside, with the Otago cricket ground in New Zealand set against a backdrop of mountains, as well as the sport's most hallowed pitches, including Lord's (opened by Thomas Lord in 1814) and
Melbourne Cricket Ground, which hosted the first-ever International "Test" match in 1877. Readers will venture on a journey to the Caribbean, where the fast bowling attack of the West Indies reigned in the 1970s, and to India, where cricket soared to new heights in the 1980s. From Shane Warne's hat-trick at the MCG in 1994 to Ben Stokes's heroics at Lord's and Headingley in 2019, This Is
Cricket captures many of the game's most extraordinary events and players. The striking images of on-field action as well as candid dressing-room moments, some published here for the first time, are taken by some of the most respected photographers in sport. Featuring bucolic village greens, charming pavilions, endearing team portraits, extraordinary catches, devastating bowling, heroic
batting, stylish sweaters, and silly fancy dress, this book illustrates why cricket is the second most popular sport in the world and why it is truly loved by so many.
Still the Best Loved Game?
It's Ok If You Dont Like Cricket Its Kind of a Smart People Sport Anyway
Cricket Country
Cricket in the Second World War
Cricket and the Law
Cricket
The Times Best Sports Books 2021 - 'the sporting nerd's book of the year' 'Fascinating and insightful . . . lifts the curtain to reveal the inner workings of international cricket. A must-read for any cricketer, coach or fan' Eoin Morgan 'This path-breaking book should be compulsory reading for commentators and captains - and all cricket fans' Mervyn King 'Clever and original but also wise' Ed Smith How valuable is winning the toss? And how should captains use it to their advantage? Why does a cricket ball swing? Why don't Indians bat left-handed? What is a good length and why? Why are leg-spinners so successful
in T20 cricket? Why did England win the World Cup? Why do all Test bowlers bowl at either 55 or 85mph? Why don't they pitch it up? All cricketers long to know the answer to these questions and many more. Only fifteen years ago it would have been difficult to answer them - cricket was guided only by decades-old tradition and received wisdom. Data has changed everything. Today we can track every ball to within millimetres; its release point, speed and bounce point are measured as are how much the ball swings, how much it deviates off the pitch, the exact height and line that it passes the stumps, and multiple
other variables. Hitting Against the Spin is the story of that data, and what it can tell us about how cricket really works. Leading cricket thinkers Nathan Leamon and Ben Jones lift the lid on international cricket and explain its hidden workings and dynamics - the forces that shape cricket and, in turn, the cricketers who play it. They analyse the unseen hands that determine which players succeed and which fail, which tactics work and which don't, which teams win and which lose. They also explore the new world of franchise cricket as well as the rapid evolution of the T20 format. Revolutionary in its insights, Hitting
Against the Spin takes you on a fascinating whistle-stop tour of modern cricket and sports analytics, bringing cricket firmly into the twenty-first century by revealing its long-kept secrets. This is the most important cricket book in decades.
In this book, Mihir Bose examines the rollercoaster nature of India's cricket history, from its early days in the time of the British Raj to the present day period that has been characterised by both the sublime (the batting mastery of Sachin Tendulkar) and the ridiculous (the match-fixing scandals associated with the nefarious activities of certain Indian bookmakers). Mihir Bose's lively, informed, and always entertaining text is supported by a full statistical appendix.
In a readable, informed and absorbing discussion of cricket's defining controversies - bodyline, chucking, ball-tampering, sledging, walking and the use of technology, among many others - Fraser explores the ambiguities of law and social order in cricket.
Calling all cricket fans: settle back in a deckchair, pour yourself a refreshing pint of hoppy English ale, and prepare to savour summer's timeless symphony of leather on willow in the congenial company of Barry Norman (not just one of Britain's best-loved broadcasters, but also a self-confessed cricket obsessive - 'Cricket is my great passion, right up there with the movies!'). Barry Norman's Book of Cricket delivers a wealth of information about every aspect of the world's most popular summer game: how its rules developed from its 18th-century beginnings; its pre-World War I 'golden age' and international
expansion in step with the onward march of Britain's empire; the growth of test match cricket (and of Anglo-Australian 'Ashes' rivalry in particular); the emergence of the English county championship and of Australia's state competition; profiles of great players past and present; the modern phenomenon of one-day cricket and the cricket World Cup; legendary matches (from attritional test match classics to limited-overs thrillers); cricket crises and controversies (from Bodyline to Muralitharan and from chucking to sledging); bizarre facts and records; cricket's rich and intriguing vocabulary of words and phrases (from
Yorker to doosra); memorable cricket quotes (including, of course, 'the bowler's Holding, the batsman's Willey'). And beyond this sumptuous feast of cricket history, facts and feats - enlivened by anecdotes, jokes, quotes and quizzes - Barry Norman's Book of Cricket provides practical guidance on how to become a cricketer. Elegantly designed, gorgeously illustrated, and wryly but affectionately written by an author with a genuine passion for and deep knowledge of the game, Barry Norman's Book of Cricket is a cricket book for all seasons, presented in the same style and spirit as Quercus's best-selling Bumper
Book of Football. As appealing to the boy or girl who is anxious to find out more about the game as it is to the seasoned fan looking for a cricketing gift book or memento, it looks set to be the must-have cricket book of 2009.
Cricket Sticker Book
Cricket: The Game of Life
Hunt the Dump
A Natural History of the Cricket Ground
Hitting Against the Spin
The Grim Test

This is CricketIn the Spirit of the GameRizzoli Publications
The extraordinary story of the first 'All India' national cricket tour of Great Britain and Ireland - and how the idea of India as a nation took shape on the cricket pitch.
From one of India’s finest writers, thinkers and commentators, a memoir of a love affair with cricket.
Winner of the Cricket Writers' Club Book of the Year 2016 Shortlisted for the MCC Book of the Year Shortlisted for Cricket Book of the Year at the Sports Book Awards Scyld Berry draws on his experiences as a cricket writer of forty years to produce new insights and unfamiliar historical angles on the game, along with moving reflections on episodes from his own life. The author covers a range of themes including cricket in different areas of the world, and abstract concepts such as language, numbers, ethics and psychology; Scyld Berry relishes the joys cricket provides and is
convinced of the positive effect it can have in people's lives. Cricket: The Game of Life is an inspiring book that reminds readers why they love the game and prompts them to look at it in a new way.
This is Cricket
The Picador Book of Cricket
Illustrated Edition
120 Pages of Lined Notebook for Cricket Player Cricket Coach Training Notebook and Cricket Team Journal for Men and Women
The Cricket Match
A Cricket Journal Notebook for Cricket Players, Coaches and People Who Love Cricket (6" X 9" - 120 Pages)
First published in 1903, H. G. Hutchinson's “Cricket” presents the reader with a fantastic, illustrated history of the game of cricket. It includes a large number of authentic pictures of players from by-gone times, offering a picture-history of the costumes of the game from the old-fashioned players who wore top hats to play, to those heroes of yesteryear clad in conspicuous braces. This volume will appeal to those with an interest in the history of the game, and it is not to be missed by collectors of related literature. Contents include: “Some Points in
Cricket History”, “Early Developments of the Cricketing Art”, “Batting”, “Bowling”, “Fielding”, “County Cricket”, “Amateurs and Professionals”, “Earlier Australian Cricket”, “English and Australian Cricket from 1894 to 1902”, etc. Many vintage books such as this are increasingly scarce and expensive. It is with this in mind that we are republishing this volume now in an affordable, modern, high-quality edition complete with the original text and artwork.
Not sure what the difference is between a Jaffa and a Jaffa Cake? Did you think a century something that happened every hundred years? Well don't worry, the 'Cricket Sticker Book' is here to answer all your cricket-related questions, and provide plenty of sticker fun along the way!
If you are a cricketer and you love indian cricket games this will be a great notebook for you.People who like batsman will like this fantastic scoreboard base keeper paperback.Awesome for men, woman, sister, brother, mother, dad, friends and kids who like bat-and-ball game notebook. A great gift idea for birthday, christmas or any other occasion.Get this present to have the best hindi sport j
Love cricket? Whether you're a fan or a player yourself, this notebook can help you improve your game. Watch your favorite cricket team and be involved in their game by following the scoring along. This score book makes it easy to keep track of scores for the game. Get one of our Cricket Score Books as we designed it to be: USEFUL. This Score Sheet is a must-have for manual scoring in playing cricket. It has pages for you to write the scores and overall, to create an accurate record of the game.EASY TO USE. It has an easy format for you to
follow and log a fast moving game easily. There's plenty of space to make your markings.WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR. We made sure you will write on thick, white paper to minimize ink bleed-through. The marks, columns, and margins in every page are clearly printed for easier logging.A STURDY SCOREBOOK. The binding is durable so the pages will remain secured for a long time. This is a modified scorebook that can be used as a reference in the future. We made sure our notebooks are reliable and good quality for several months of use.PERFECT
SIZE. With its 21.59 x 27.94 cm (8.5" x 11") dimensions, it lays flat durably while writing on it. With 100 pages, you have ample space to record your games.COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to choose from. Get inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers.We stand for quality and aim to provide the best writing experience with our notebooks.With this Cricket Score Book, you can now have a sturdy and stylish scorebook to use for your practice or for following a favorite match. Don't miss this copy, get
one now!
Inside the T20 Revolution - Winner of the Wisden Book of the Year 2020
The Cricket Field
A Novel Match at Cricket
The Wisden Book of Test Cricket
Hows That? - A Little Book on Cricket for Boys and Beginners
The Batting Doctor's Cricket Wisdom

"The Cricket Field" by James Pycroft. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
If you want to learn how to play cricket then check this "How To Play Cricket" guide. In this step-by-step guide, you will reap the following benefits: - Learn the basics of playing cricket. - Learn the areas of the cricket field. - Become good in the fielding position in the ground. - Learn how to bat - Learn how to catch the ball. - Learn how to bowl. - Learn how to field. - Learn how to do power play. - Learn the different formats of cricket. - And much more. HowExpert publishes quick 'how to' guides on all topics from A to Z.
A complete guide to cricket for players and fans alike Whether you're a budding player or aspiring armchair expert, Cricket For Dummies helps you get to grips with this fascinating sport. Completely revised and updated for the first back-to-back Ashes series in 38 years, this hands-on guide gives you clear explanations of the cricket's laws, step-by-step explanations of techniques and tactics, and exciting coverage of the tournaments, global rivalries, and great players. Fully revised and updated to chronicle the rise of
twenty20 cricket and the IPL, the implementation of DRS, and the changing face of the game Covers cricket basics—the pitch, the laws, the equipment and more Provides an in-depth look at cricket formats Offers a guide to building cricket skills—bowling, batting, and fielding Includes coverage of the best players and the biggest tournaments throughout the world Complete with Top Ten Lists of the greatest cricketers, the most memorable cricket matches, and the biggest controversies, Cricket For Dummies is your one-stop
resource on this popular sport.
The toughest opponents, the greatest battles, the game we love
NATURE OF CRICKET
Every reason to celebrate
The Man in White is Always Right
The Commonwealth of Cricket: A Lifelong Love Affair with the Most Subtle and Sophisticated Game Known to Humankind
Cricket Scorebook
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